
Recruitment Services

Cordium’s recruitment service was founded in 2000, offering bespoke contingency and retained
search recruitment solutions to firms within the asset management and securities industries.

The core of our business is placing compliance and regulatory professionals. Essentially, our client base mirrors that of
our consulting business with particular strength in working with the following types of firms: 

Hedge funds Asset Managers

Investment Managers Private Equity firms 

Venture Capital Family offices 

We also possess the expertise to operate successfully within other sectors, for example working with a number of sell-
side clients.

Whilst our business still retains its core focus on the recruitment of compliance professionals, we have developed our
capabilities and can now effectively source talent across a number of key business areas including Operations, and
Finance.

Whether your firm is a start-up looking to hire your first members of staff or you are a more established organisation
looking to grow your business or replace a leaver, we are able to tailor an effective solution that works for your firm and
attracts the right calibre of candidate. This may be on a contingency or retained search basis according to your needs
and the particular challenges of the hire you are looking to make. See below for examples of our recent assignments: 

Head of Compliance, London office of large US Investment Manager

Head of Compliance & Legal (EMEA), Hedge Fund spin-off 

Head of Compliance, UK Occupational Pension Scheme

Compliance Director (part-time),  London-based Alternative Investment Manager

Deputy Compliance Officer, UK Pension Fund

Compliance Associate, London office of Global Investment Manager

Why choose us? 
As part of Cordium, the recruitment team maintains constant contact with our consulting business and regularly
participates in regulatory seminars and events, making our market knowledge and expertise second to none. This
means that regardless of the complexity of hire we are faced with, we are uniquely positioned to meet the challenge.

We have a strong focus on developing long term, professional relationships and on providing a high- quality service
rather than a focus on short-term gain found with so many recruiters. Our aim is to build on the reputation of Cordium as
a trusted advisor to clients, whilst delivering a high-value, advice-based solution. 

If you would like to discuss a specific hiring requirement or have a broader discussion around recruitment and
potential hiring needs, please contact Giles Remmington (giles.remmington@cordium.com) on 0203 141 9635.

Do the right thing.
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